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The organization of our supplementary material is
mainly about the the visualization and implementation details of the latent vectors.

1. The effort of Learned VQ Latent Vector
To investigate the learned latent vectors in the memory
bank, we show the corresponding relationship between the
indices of latent vectors and the crowd counting numbers,
as shown in 1. After finishing the training process, given
the learned memory bank E, we feed one partial annotated
training image into the trained model and get the features
F0 ∈ R128×H/8×W/8 . For each feature vector fj in annotated regions, we use the equation (2) to find its most similar
latent vector ei and the corresponding vector index i. Thus,
we can get an indices map (H/8 × W/8), where only the
annotated regions have values. Since the image and ground
truth density map is 8 times larger than feature F0 , each index in indices map is related to the crowd count number of
its corresponding 8×8 receptive field region in density map.
We repeat the above process on the whole training images
and average the counting number of each index. The final
indices and counting number table are shown in Fig. 1 (a).
Fig. 1 (d) and (g) show the generated density maps based
the table (a). We can see that there is a high correlation and
similarity between density maps generated by latent vectors
and ground truth.
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Figure 1. The corresponding relationship between the indices of
latent vectors and the crowd counting numbers

